We propose a model for the self-propulsion of a small motor particle that generates a nonuniform concentration distribution of solute in the surrounding fluid via a constant solute flux asymmetrically from the motor surface. The net osmotic driving force and motor speed are investigated in the limits of slow and fast product particle flux (relative to the diffusive flux of the product species). When the only solute species in solution is that produced by the motor, the motor's speed is shown to be proportional to the solute flux for slow flux rates and to the square root of the solute flux for large flux rates. When solute species are already present in solution at concentration high compared to that generated by the motor, the motor speed at high flux rates saturates and scales as the diffusivity of the solute divided by the motor size. The analytical results compare well with Brownian dynamics simulations. Full hydrodynamic interactions are taken into account in the theoretical analysis.
Introduction
Achieving autonomous motion or self-propulsion of colloidalscale objects in a uid medium is an important challenge in materials science and engineering. Currently, much of the experimental effort relies on the synthesis of colloidal devices from a variety of building blocks that induce work or motion from 'on-board' power sources-without the need of external forces or inputs.
1 As envisioned by Ozin et al., 2 these devices, whether individual or assembled into desired architectures, might someday transport medicine in the human body, conduct operations in cells, move cargo around microuidic chips or complex channels, manage light beams, agitate liquids close to surfaces, and search for and destroy toxic organic molecules in polluted water streams.
In the past decades, researchers have investigated a variety of external elds for colloidal transport in uids, such as electrophoresis for directing charged particles by an electric eld, 3 thermo-and diffusiophoretic migration due to temperature and solute concentration gradients, 4,5 respectively, and optical tweezers to manipulate particles using intense light gradients. 6 However, as shown in several experiments, phoresis of particles can not only be induced externally, but also by on-board processes, such as catalytic reactions 7, 8 and heat generation 9 that change the physical properties of the particle's environment and thus create local gradients. Similar manifestations, but at smaller length scales, are found in many physicochemical processes in biology where chemical gradients drive the dynamics of many components of a cell. For example, polymerizing networks of actin laments generate motion in a variety of living cells, e.g. intra-and inter-cellular motility of certain bacterial and viral pathogens, and motility of endocytic vesicles and other membrane-bound organelles. Moving intracellular bacteria display phase-dense 'comet tails' made of actin laments, the formation of which is required for motility.
10
Theoretical work on the self-propulsion of nonliving, catalytic particles was initiated by Golestanian et al., 11, 12 who used the classical continuum approach to diffusiophoretic motion, 5 replacing the imposed concentration gradient by a locally generated one. Various distributions of a chemical reaction over the surface of a self-propelling particle (either a sphere or a rod) can give rise to net propulsion, and the simplest model of a prescribed ux of chemical species at the motor surface was used by these authors. They considered the limit of slow motor motion so that the solute only diffuses in the surrounding uid. Subsequent experiments by Howse et al. 8 agreed with some predictions from the theory for a half-reactive, or Janus, spherical motor.
Córdova-Figueroa and Brady 13 also studied the self-propulsion of catalytic particles but adopted a colloidal description in which both the motor and the chemical solute species are modeled as colloidal particles dispersed in an incompressible uid or solvent. They showed that the motion of the motor particle could be understood in terms of a balance between the Stokes drag on the motor and the net 'osmotic' force exerted by the solute particles owing to the nonequilibrium distribution of solute caused by a surface chemical reaction on the motor.
The work of Córdova-Figueroa and Brady 13 was questioned by Jülicher and Prost 14 who believe that an osmotic pressure or force cannot give rise to self-propulsion. However, as shown in detail by Brady, 15 Jülicher and Prost 14 did not appreciate that Córdova-Figueroa and Brady 13 were modeling the process at a more fundamental colloidal level than the customary continuum description, and at this level osmotic forces are operative (see Fig. 1 ). Indeed, Brady 15 showed that this colloidal approach reproduces the conventional treatment of diffusiophoresis 5 and showed how to incorporate hydrodynamic interactions (HI) into the work of Córdova-Figueroa and Brady.
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Another feature of the colloidal description is the ability to incorporate the nite size ratio and various interaction potentials between the motor and the solute species, and thereby address, for example, the self-propulsion of a gene or a large protein complex in response to chemical reactions. Recently, Shari-Mood et al. 16 have re-examined self-diffusiophoresis from the continuum perspective, explicitly allowing for surface chemical reaction and various interaction potentials, and have derived results in complete agreement with the colloidal description of Brady.
15
In contrast to the prescribed ux study of Golestanian et al., 11, 12 Córdova-Figueroa and Brady 13 addressed the problem of a rst-order chemical reaction on a Janus motor particle (an osmotic motor) and considered the limits of fast and slow chemical reactions and explicitly included the advective motion of the motor on the concentration distribution of reactants/ products in the surrounding uid. This advective motion leads to a maximum in the motor speed given by the diffusive velocity of the reactants/products-the reactant/product diffusivity divided by the motor size.
In this article we follow the colloidal approach of Córdova-Figueroa and Brady 13 and Brady 15 and examine the motion of an osmotic motor with a prescribed asymmetric surface ux, j s , of a product species. It is shown that when the solution is initially free of solute and at small ux rates, in agreement with the continuum analysis of Golestanian et al., 11, 12 the motor speed is given by U ¼ j s kTd 2 /8hD b , where D b is the diffusivity of the product species, kT is the thermal energy, h is the viscosity of the solvent and d is the length scale characterizing the interaction between the motor and the product species, which is presumed to be much smaller than the motor size a (the thin interfacial limit). As is customary in phoretic problems, the speed is independent of the motor size a.
At the other extreme of high ux rates, the advection of the motor dominates and sets the distribution of the product solute resulting in a nonanalytic dependence of the motor speed on the solute ux: U ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi j s akT=3h p ; the motor speed is independent of the interactive length d and now depends on the motor size. Thus, large motor velocities may be possible at high ux rates. This square root scaling at high ux rates differs from that predicted by Jülicher and Prost;
14 this difference is explained in Section 2.2.
When product species are already present in solution, they hinder the motion of the motor particle by increasing the effective viscosity of the solution, akin to the hindering effect observed in the microrheology of colloidal dispersions.
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When the ratio of the concentration of the already present product species, n p N , to the rate of production of additional products is large, n p N D b /j s a [ 1, the hindering effect dominates and the motor speed is limited by the diffusive velocity of the
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the problem is formulated and solved for the simplest case when the solvent is free of additional product particles. The additional hindrance resulting from the background concentration of the solute particles is studied in Section 3. Conclusions are given in Section 4.
2 Motor motion in a solute-free fluid
We consider a particle of radius a that releases product particles of radii b on a portion of its surface as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This release could be by a surface catalytic reaction, by the particle ejecting solute or the particle could simply be dissolving into the surrounding uid. Both the motor and the solute particles are taken to be large compared to the background solvent molecules so that their behavior can be described by the familiar equations of colloidal dynamics. 20 One may not be accustomed to associating a size with the solute, rather characterizing the solute by its diffusivity D b ; the two are equivalent via the Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland relation D b ¼ kT/6phb, where kT is the thermal energy and h is the viscosity of the suspending uid. For many situations and the case we shall consider in this work, b ( a, and thus the limit discussed by Brady 15 is appropriate in which the solute has no size and is dilute f s ¼ 4pb 3 n/3 ( 1, where n is the number density of solute particles (units of number/volume). In this small b/a limit hydrodynamic interactions between the motor and the solute simplify considerably. 15 To treat the more general case in which the solute is not small compared to the motor nor at innite dilution, i.e. beyond the leading O(f s ) behavior, the reader is referred to the general treatment given by Brady.
15
To make the analysis as simple as possible we keep the orientation of the motor xed, neglecting the reorienting effects of Brownian rotations. The time to establish the steady concentration distribution of solute about the motor scales as a 2 /D b , while the time for rotation of the motor is given by inverse of its rotary diffusivity 1/D R $ 8pha 3 /kT; their ratio is O(b/a ( 1) showing that the solute distribution researches a steady state before the motor reorients by Brownian rotation. Owing to the Brownian rotation, however, the long-time displacement of the motor will ultimately be diffusive.
8,21
We model the non-hydrodynamic interaction between the solute and the motor as a hard-sphere-like potential-the solute is excluded from being any closer to the motor than a length d. This choice avoids the need to know anything precise about the solute-motor interactions-a single parameter, d, characterizes them, rather than both a length and an amplitude as would be necessary with a so potential. Further, no potential enters into the equation for the distribution of solute about the motor; the ux condition now appears at the contact radius r c ¼ a + d, rather than at the actual motor surface r ¼ a if a continuous potential were used. (The case of a general potential is discussed in detail by Brady.
15 ) Note that although the solute is excluded from being any closer to the motor than the length d, the solvent is not (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, the interactive length d acts as the semipermeable membrane customary in osmotic processes.
Under these conditions, Brady 15 showed that the velocity of the motor is given by the following simple formula (see eqn (2.7) of the cited paper)
where L(r c ) is a nondimensional hydrodynamic function (see below) evaluated at the contact radius r c , n is the outer normal to the motor surface, dS is the element of this surface area, the z-axis is the direction of particle motion with unit vector e z and P(r) ¼ n(r)kT is the local osmotic pressure of the solute with number density n(r). Eqn (1) affords the straightforward interpretation: the motor velocity is the product of a hydrodynamic mobility, L(r c )/6pha, times the net osmotic force exerted on the motor by the solute, Þ r c nP(r)dS. The solute diffuses and is advected in the uid with ux relative to the motor j ¼ ÀD b Vn + un. At the contact surface of the motor, r ¼ r c , the ux boundary condition is n$j ¼ j s h(n), where j s is the (constant) surface ux of solute from the motor into the surrounding uid (with units of number/area-time) and h(n) is a nondimensional function that species the asymmetric distribution of solute ux from the motor surface. An appropriate scale for the concentration is thus n s ¼ j s r c /D b , and we dene a nondimensional concentrationn ¼ n/n s ¼ n/(j s r c /D b ). The nondimensional concentration satises the following boundary value problem (see eqn (5.9) of Brady 15 appropriately modied for a specied ux as opposed to a rst-order chemical reaction)
wherer ¼ r/r. All lengths have been scaled with the contact radius r c . We shall take the asymmetric distribution function to be axisymmetric about the direction of motion h(n) ¼ h(q), where e z $n ¼ cos q ¼ m. We take h ¼ 1 for q > a and h ¼ 0 otherwise. In the analysis below, we set a ¼ p/2, unless otherwise stated. In writing eqn (2) we have neglected the diffusion of the motor, which has a Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland diffusivity D a ¼ kT/6pha, as compared with that of the solute.
The distribution of the solute concentration depends on the Péclet number Pe ¼ Ur c /D b , measuring the relative importance of advection of the solute to diffusion, which, from eqn (1), is given by
where we have dened the nondimensional volume fraction of solute
which is equivalent to a nondimensional ux of solute from the motor. The nondimensional ux b e is the product of the small solute volume fraction f s ¼ (4p/3)b 3 n s and the large geometric factor r c 3 /b 2 a, and thus can take on all values.
The constant ux motor differs from the case considered by Córdova-Figueroa and Brady 13 where the ux at the motor surface was given by a rst-order chemical reaction n$j ¼ Àknh(n), rather than a constant value n$j ¼ j s h(n). In the reaction rate problem there is a natural limit to the speed of the motor set by how fast the reactant (or solute) can diffuse, D b /r c ; the concentration at the motor surface cannot decrease below zero as the Damkhöler number, Da ¼ kr c /D b , is increased. For a constant ux motor there is no diffusion limiting process and, as we shall see, the motor velocity can become quite large for large ux rates (large b e ).
A second important dimensionless parameter, 
It is clear that for R c [ 1 no hydrodynamic interactions (HI) enter as L ¼ M ¼ 1, while in the opposite case R c ¼ 1 the lubrication forces prevent the solute particles from touching the motor and exerting a force on it. In this case one needs the more complete analysis by Brady 15 which shows that the speed is proportional to the ratio of the solute to motor size squared, (b/a).
2 In this work we shall take the interactive potential length d > b so that the near-eld lubrication forces are not important and so that we may make contact with the conventional continuum treatment of such phoretic-like processes. Varying the parameter R c thus allows us to systematically vary HI. 
which from the relation L(1) ¼ (R c À 1) 2 (2R c + 1)/2R c 3 gives
In the case of full HI (d/a ( 1) the motor velocity is small due to the smallness of both b e and (d/a), 2 whereas in the opposite limiting case of the absence of HI (d/a [ 1) one obtains Pe ¼ 3b e /8 in agreement with Córdova-Figueroa and Brady.
13
It is worth noting that the latter expression in the absence of HI remains valid for the case of nite ratio r c /b, i.e. nite solute size. One only has to rewrite the dimensionless parameters as:
For, r c [ a the above-mentioned redenitions of Pe and b e are all that are needed. When HI are included, that is, for r c z a $ d z b, a full numerical solution is needed; this only results in a quantitative change, however.
For an arbitrary angle a of the active patch an additional factor 1 À cos 2 a is the only change to eqn (7), showing that the maximum velocity occurs for a half active motor-a Janus particle. In terms of a dimensional velocity we have for all HI
Note that since kT/hD b $ b the motor speed is given by the ux per unit area, j s , times the interactive length squared and the size of the solute: U $ j s d 2 b, which is independent of kT and the solvent viscosity. Note also that the motor speed is set by rate of solute generation compared to that of diffusion, j s /D b , which has units of |Vn| (number/length 4 ) and corresponds to the magnitude of the self-generated solute concentration gradient, times the usual diffusiophoretic factor kTd 2 /h. Note, however, that eqn (8) is not restricted to small d/a, but, through the colloidal approach, is shown to apply for all d/a. The result eqn (8) agrees with that given by Golestanian et al. 12 (with the surface phoretic mobility pointed out by Golestanian
21
). In order to compare the two for the hard-sphere potential of interaction between the motor and solute particles, one has to calculate the Derjaguin length
The work by Golestanian et al.
12,21 only considered the limit of small ux rates or small b e .
Large ux rates, b e [ 1
In the limit of large b e , diffusion is small competed to advection and the distribution of the solute product on the reactant part of the surface follows directly from eqn (2b):
andn ¼ 0 on the chemically passive part. Formally, the concentration eld diverges near the boundary between reactive and passive parts m ¼ 0, and the small diffusivity must be taken into account here (see Appendix A). Fortunately, this detailed analysis is not needed to obtain the velocity of self-propulsion because of the additional factor of m in eqn (3). Indeed, calculating the integral one arrives at
Note that this expression is valid regardless of the level of HI included; the hydrodynamic factor L(1) cancels out of the problem. (Although the limiting value of Pe does not depend on R c , the asymptotic limit is attained when Pe(d/a) 3 [ 1 for full HI.) Thus, for large ux rates the motor speed can become large, not only because of the large value of b e , but also because the hydrodynamic hindering factor (d/a) 2 (coming from L(1), cf. eqn (7)) is not present. In
where we have taken r c z a in the last equality as this would be the more common case. In contrast to the case at small ux rates (8), at high ux rates the motor speed is independent of the diffusivity of the products, scales as the square root of the motor size and depends on kT/h. This result at high ux rates can be understood as follows: The concentration near the reactive site is set by the balance of the advective ux with the rate of production: nUL (1) velocity or deposition or a moving front). While it may seem natural to suppose a slip surface, the problem here resembles that of a moving front. The solute ux is zero at the surface r c ¼ a + d (the semipermeable membrane in Fig. 1 ), but the uid is allowed to move through this surface coming to zero at the actual motor surface r ¼ a. There is a nite advection velocity, and thus advective solute ux, normal to the no-ux surface in eqn (2), namely, the term Pee z $nL(1)n. If the advective velocity is towards the surface there will be a Pe
À1
boundary layer in which diffusion and advection balance. However, in this problem the motor motion is away from the reactive portion of the surface and there is no need for a boundary layer; advection balances production on the active surface as discussed above.
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Large ux rates, b e [ 1, arbitrary a
The results at high b e can be generalized for different reactive patch angles a. We rst consider the simplest case of a smaller (than a hemisphere) reactive patch, a > p/2. In this case the analysis above remains unchanged, but eqn (9) now applies for q > a and the integration of the osmotic force results in the additional factor 1 + cos a < 1. This factor enters eqn (10) as
A smaller reactive patch obviously reduces the velocity of self-propulsion. This reduction is more pronounced than that for small Pe (where the factor is 1 À cos 2 a) for a nearly spherical patch, a\a c ¼ p À arccos ½ð ffiffiffi 5 p À 1Þ=2z0:712p. While for even smaller patches, a > a c , although Pe tends to zero in eqn (12) it does so at a slower rate than for small Pe.
The opposite case, a < p/2, is more complicated and interesting. We rst analyze this case for R c [ 1, no HI. While the solution for m < 0 is unaffected, for positive m the behavior is qualitatively different. The motor motion now produces an inow of solvent (and solute) to the reactive boundary and thus there will be a boundary layer on the upstream portion of the surface, m > 0, whose thickness scales as Pe À1 . The leading order concentration eld in the boundary layer iŝ
where r ¼ Pe(r À 1) is the stretched normal coordinate and m 0 ¼ cos a.
On the upstream face of the motor the osmotic force is O(1) and given by
in contrast to the O(Pe
À1
) contribution from the downstream face. Note that J(m 0 ) z m 0 4 /12 at small m 0 and is rather small even for m 0 ¼ 0.5. Therefore, combining the two contributions to the osmotic force from the up-and down-stream portions of the motor surface, the self-consistency eqn (3) gives a quadratic equation for the motor speed
There is an additional contribution from the transition from the downstream to the upstream portions of the motor surface. The structure of this transition zone is detailed in Appendix A where it is shown that eqn (15) becomes
where the constant I 1 < 0 comes from the solution in the transition region and is given by eqn (32).
The quadratic eqn (16) gives
In the limit b e J 2 / 0 corresponding to m 0 / 0, eqn (17) reduces to Pe $ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 3 2 b e r and we recover eqn (10) .
At the other extreme of large b e J 2 , eqn (17) becomes Pe $ (1 + m 0 I 1 )/J, independent of b e . Once product particles are produced on the upstream proportion of the motor surface, the motor speed no longer increases with product ux, but rather is limited by speed at which the product species diffuse, U $ D b /r c . Even a small reactive patch at the upstream surface is able to hinder the motor motion considerably. When the reactive patch is only on the downstream portion of the motor surface the motor can leave behind all the product species and move unhindered into the surrounding uid. In contrast, when product species are produced on the front of the motor, they hinder the motor's motion as the motor must now push these particles out of its way to move. We shall see this same hindering and limiting behavior in the next section when there are already product particles in solution.
The inclusion of HI into analysis results in replacing J from the downstream potion of the surface in eqn (15)- (17) with L 2 (1)
, which is typical for HI at large advection.
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There would also be a numerical modication of the constant I 1 owing to HI. As a nal note, eqn (13) and the resulting motor speed from eqn (17) are technically only valid if there is a boundary layer at high Pe. Since the Péclet number is not large when there is a reactive patch on the upstream surface of the motor, these results are not quantitatively accurate. But the prediction that the motor speed saturates and scales as D b /r c is still correct as shown in Fig. 2. 
Finite ux rates, arbitrary b e , a ¼ p/2
For nite values of b e for a Janus motor, a ¼ p/2, numerical computations were performed; the solution to eqn (2) was found by a nite difference method. Results of calculations are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 . It is clear that as b e increases the dimensionless velocity of the motor increases monotonically and both the asymptotes of small (7) and large (10) Pe agree well with the numerical data. It is also clear that as d/a decreases, i.e. R c approaches 1, the motor velocity becomes smaller, and eqn (7) works well for a rather large range of b e , e.g. for d/a ¼ 0.1 the asymptotic formula for small b e gives satisfactory agreement with the result of computations even for b e ¼ 10 3 . However, for any xed d/a with increase in b e the motor velocity is determined by eqn (10), which is independent of R c -one only needs to increase b e enough. The product concentration elds are shown in Fig. 3 . The increase in the Péclet number (and, hence, in the advective contribution to transport) leads to the development of a concentration 'wake' behind the motor where all the concentration disturbance is localized, in agreement with the asymptotic analysis. For smaller values of d/a (smaller R c ) this effect is less pronounced, since the velocity of the motor (and of the Stokes ow around it) is smaller.
As an example of the speeds attainable by a constant ux motor, for a 1 mm size motor ejecting solute particles that diffuse with a diffusivity corresponding to 1 nm size particles, from eqn (4) b e z 10 6 j s , with j s in units of number/(mm 2 s À1 ).
Thus a ux rate of one reciprocal second per unit area of the motor can result in a large b e and a motor speed U z 1 mm s À1 .
As shown by Córdova-Figueroa and Brady 13 and Brady 15 the maximum attainable velocity of motor with a surface catalytic reaction, as opposed to a constant ux, is U $ D b /a, and is independent of concentration of the reactant or fuel. The maximum Péclet number in this case is O(1). Thus a constant ux motor would potentially move faster as its speed continues to increase with ux scaling as U $ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi j s akT=h p . However, the constant ux motor must carry its own fuel, rather than scavenging it from the surrounding uid as the reactive motor does.
Motor motion through a suspension of product species
We now consider the behavior of an osmotic motor immersed in a dispersion of solute particles of radii b at a number density n p N far from the motor. From a colloidal point of view the product particles produced by the motor are thus identical to the solute particles in solution. The reason one needs to consider this problem is that the already existing solute particles will hinder the motion of the motor by enhancing the effective viscosity of the suspending medium. While this hindering will be proportional to the volume fraction of the solute particles, the velocity of the motor is also proportional to the volume fraction (at low to moderate b e ) of the product particles it ejects and thus to be consistent to leading order in concentration, the hindrance of the solute must be considered. We consider the case of a half-active Janus motor, a ¼ p/2.
The only change needed in eqn (2) is that far away from the osmotic motor we now have a xed value of the product concentration,n(r / N) ¼n N , wherê
which is the ratio of the already existing solute concentration to the characteristic scale for the concentration of ux-generated solute. Settingn N ¼ 0, one immediately returns to a problem analyzed in Section 2 for the motion of a motor in a free solution. For a given motor velocity, the boundary value problem for the concentration eld is linear and therefore the concentration eld can be written asn ¼n 1 (r) +n Nn2 (r), wheren 1 is the solution discussed in Section 2. In determiningn 2 one has to omit the ux of the product particles in eqn (2b) and setn 2 ¼ 1 at large r. The problem forn 2 corresponds to the microstructure about a moving 'probe' particle that has been studied in detail in the active microrheology of colloidal dispersions.
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The unknown motor velocity, and hence the Péclet number, must be found self-consistently. The linearity of the righthand side of eqn (3) with respect ton allows us to write the solution as:
where the numerator follows from the problem in Section 2 F ðPe; R c Þ ¼ ÀLð1Þ
and denominator is the effective viscosity for the microviscosity problem, h eff /h ¼ 1 + bh, with h ¼ Lð1Þ
here, b ¼ b enN is the analogue of b e but based on n p N instead of n s . The effective viscosity h eff /h was introduced by Squires and Brady 17 for R c [ 1 (for nite R c at small and large Pe see Khair and R c ¼ 1.1 (line 3). Dashed and dotted lines correspond to the asymptotic results for small b e , eqn (7), and large b e , eqn (10), respectively. Line 4 is for a motor that produces products on the upstream surface (a ¼ 45.6 , R c ¼ 10 3 ) showing that the motor speed saturates at high flux rates as predicted in Section 2.3. and
Eqn (19) has a simple physical interpretation: while the selfpropulsion is created due to asymmetry in the ux-induced part of the concentration eldn 1 , the suspension of solute particles itself produces an additional hindrance by increasing the effective viscosity. Thus, the velocity of self-propulsion decreases asn N grows.
In the limit of small b e (or, equivalently, largen N at xed b), when the production of particles is slow enough, the concentration of bath particles is only slightly perturbed from its equilibrium staten ¼n N . Hence, the Péclet number is also small, and from a regular perturbation expansion it is easy to show that
; b e ( 1:
here b e ( 1, whereas b is, in general, nite. This expression agrees with both eqn (7) for b ¼ 0 and withh ¼ L(1)/2 at small Pe.
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Again, similarly to eqn (6) The opposite limiting case of large b e can be approached in two different ways. If we increase the rate of production j s , keeping the concentration of the suspension n p N xed (b e / N, n N / 0, so that b is constant), the matching with eqn (10) takes place. Indeed, in this case the Péclet number is large, i.e.h ¼ L 2 (1)/4M(1). 17 The reaction-induced concentration eldn 1 is given by eqn (9), which results in
The situation considered in Section 2 obviously corresponds to b ( 1, which ensures the above-mentioned matching with eqn (10) .
On the other hand, if both j s and n 
The value of the Péclet number increases asn N decreases, and for Pe
p , which agrees with eqn (23) for large b. Note that in this limit the motor speed saturates at the diffusive velocity of the product particles, U $ D b /r c (times the factor ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 6Mð1Þ=n N L ð1Þ p ). It should be noted that the limits b e [ 1 andn N ( 1 do not commute. In Section 2 the resistance (the inverse mobility of the motor) is determined by the solvent, whereas in eqn (24) the resistance is dominated by the solute. Indeed, for a large motor the contribution of the particles to the resistance grows as r c 2 ,
whereas solvent drag only grows as a.
For arbitrary values of b e (and, hence, Pe) numerical solutions forn and Pe are found; in the computations we restrict the attention to the particular case of no HI, R c [ 1, and L ¼ M ¼ 1 in order to illustrate most simply the general behavior.
In Fig. 4 we plot the predictions for Pe/b as a function of n . At largen N , the ux is small compared to the Brownian motion of the already present product particles and the density is almost symmetric (as it would be at equilibrium). Symmetry breaking is clearly seen for large b, with the presence of a high bath particle density layer on the front of the motor (heren 2 is dominating) and a high-density comet-like wake behind the motor (the contribution ofn 1 , cf. Fig. 3 ). Note that there is no increased concentration in front of the motor in free solution (cf. Fig. 3 ). This wake grows longer as the Péclet number is increased, reecting the decreasing ability of Brownian motion to heal the disturbed suspension. For these large values of b e ¼ b/n N , one also notes the local concentration of product particles near the equator q ¼ p/2 (see the right column in Fig. 6 ). This effect can be quantitatively described by eqn (9) . It is observed in the density plots that by increasing b and keepingn N xed, the concentration of solute particles is reduced near the reactive surface and increases near the passive. In the high Pe limit, the effect of a moving particle on the suspension is strongly localized to a thin advection-diffusion boundary layer of thickness O(r c /Pe) on the front of the motor.
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Discussion and conclusions
We considered the self-propulsion of an osmotic motor that emits solute particles on a portion of its surface. Both advection of the product species and hydrodynamic interactions between the motor and the solute were taken into account. The limits of slow and fast surface ux were treated analytically, while for arbitrary ux rates numerical simulations were performed. We have also analyzed the motion of the motor through a suspension of solute species whose additional hindrance leads to a decrease in the self-propulsion velocity. Brownian dynamics simulations agreed well with the theoretical predictions.
In contrast to the studies of Golestanian et al., 11, 12 we used a colloidal description of the system-both the motor and the product solute were modeled as colloidal particles dispersed in an incompressible solvent. This approach, in general, relaxes the restriction on the motor size, allowing one to consider a motor of size comparable to that of the solute particles. Further, we explicitly considered the effects of advection of the product species, which is essential to consider high ux rates.
We showed that the motion of a motor in a suspension of preexisting product species is hindered by the increased effective viscosity of the suspension, akin to what happens in active microrheology, and this hindrance can lead to a saturation in the motor speed at the diffusive velocity of the products. In the absence of solute in the solution, the motor speed continually increases with the surface ux rate, eventually scaling as the square root of the surface ux.
We also showed, however, that even a small reactive patch on the upstream surface of the motor can drastically change the limiting behavior at high ux rates in the absence of solute in solution, with the motor speed now saturating at the diffusive velocity of the products. These different limiting behaviors suggest that considerable care may be needed when manufacturing motor particles in order to obtain the maximum speeds possible.
Although we have assumed that only a single product species is generated by the motor, the model can be readily extended to polydisperse suspensions of particles and multiple reactant/ product species. What is important is the total osmotic force acting on the motor, which is given by the sum of the individual osmotic forces created by each species (for dilute systems). The individual forces can be coupled, however, via the advective motion of the motor's inuence on the concentration distributions. We also assumed that the surface ux was constant in time. As long as the time rate of change of the surface ux is slow compared to the diffusive time scale of the products, the same motor velocity will result using the current value of the ux. Whether or not the generation of product species can be modeled as a simple xed (or time-dependent) ux from the motor surface may depend on the specic experimental setting. Some situations may be more appropriately modeled as a chemical reaction with a rate that depends on the local value of the concentration. This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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